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1.1.3 Converter station faults 

HVDC converter stations are provided with an elaborate protection 

system that is designed for the detection of fault condition or other 

abnormal conditions that may cause hazard to the equipment or an 

unacceptable disturbance. The basic types of faults that can occur in 

converters are: 

 (i)   Misfunction of valves and valve controls resulting in  

(a) Arc through or fire through  

(b) arcback  

(c) misfire and  

(d) current extinction  

(ii)   Commutation failure—most common with inverter operation 

(iii)  Short circuits inside the converter units   

1  

1.1.3.1 Misfire and arc through: 

Misfire is the failure of the valve during conduction period, (i.e.) 

does not conduct when firing pulse are given and arc through or fire 
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through is the failure of the valve to block the conduction. These are 

mainly caused by improper or mis-function of the control circuits and 

firing circuits and are serious at the inverter end. On rectifier side voltage 

and current oscillation over the D.C. output will result in usually 

malfunction in gate pulse circuit or a spurious pulse introduced into the 

gating circuit will make the inverter conduct. Most of the time the 

inverter will have valve voltage positive and the unwanted pulse results 

in conduction resulting in a through conduction. Typical –fire through in 

valve V1 at instant ‗B‘ is shown in Figure 1.1. The valve can fire through 

at any time after instant ‗A‘ although it is scheduled to fixing at ‗F‘. The 

wave forms shown are ideal, but in actual case both voltage and current 

wave forms will be highly-erratic. 

Usually single arc through is self-clearing. But arc through may 

recover and the protection against this is taken care by the converter 

differential protection schemes. Misfire results in spurious pulse entering 

in gating circuits firing the valve at undesired instant and the next valve 

does not -fire properly. This is very rare. 

Misfire can be either at rectifier or inverter end. At inverter point 

misfire will result in bridge average voltage becoming small or even going 

to zero. This will result in large voltage and current oscillations as A.C. 

voltage is injected into the D.C. side. D.C. current may extinguish and 
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large overvoltage may develop. Typical voltage and current waveforms 

due to misfire are shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure. 1.1 Single fix through of valve V1 in typical inverter. 
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Figure. 1.2  D.C. voltage and current for persistent misfire 
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1.1.3.2 Commutation failure:  

Normally, the incoming valve has to takeover the conduction 

current before the commutating voltage reverses. The failure of such 

event results in the fault, the commutation failure. Strictly commutation 

failure is due to varying conditions of the inverter extinction angle due to 

either variations in D.C. or A.C. circuit conditions. A low A.C. voltage or a 

high D.C. current can cause incomplete commutation process in time for 

safe commutation. The D.C. current is shifted back to the previously 

conducting valve. Usually this occurs often at inverter end. Since  = ( 

 ) and  is a function of commutating voltage and Direct current, 

with either reduction of A.C. voltage or increase in current causes  to 

increase and  <  min.. Hence commutation failure occurs. Typical 

commutation failure from valve V1 to valve V3 of a six pulse converter is 

shown in Figure 1.3(b) Commutation failure occurs at point ‗t2‘, the point 

of voltage crossing. Commutation reverses and valve V1 of V2 will 

continue to carry current. Consequently the voltage continues to fall as 

Vca of point t3, V4 turns on to take over from V2 at which time Vca is 

shorted and D.C. voltage falls to zero. Assuming that the commutation 

from valve V2 to Va is successful, the direct current will effectively pass 

through the leg of 1 and 4 valves, where as valve 5 does not have chance 

to takeover because its voltage is reverse biased. The D.C. short circuit 

ends at t4 when valve 6 takes over from valve 4. D.C. voltage slightly goes 

negative and - comes back to normal. The one explained is single failure. 
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But sometimes multiple failures can also occur. This type of faults are 

normally set right after one complete cycle of operation by control 

circuits. 

 

Figure. 1.3(a) Single commutation failure from valve V1 to valve V3 
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Figure. 1.3(b) Commutation failure in a thyristor-based line-
commutated converter: (a) six-pulse thyristor converter; (b) inverter 

voltage during a single commutation failure; (c) inverter voltage 
during double commutation failure. 
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1.1.3.3 Internal Short Circuits: 

Internal shorts are very rare in HVDC system. Internal shorts can 

occur at (i) ground fault at the converter terminals (ii) valve terminals (iii) 

D.C. bus, (iv) junction point of two valves (v) short across a non-

conducting valve etc. These are mainly due to a flashover on the bushing 

or insulator supports. Most of these at the rectifier side of the converter 

will reflect as a 3 phase fault while shorting or flashover across a non-

conducting valve. The worst case is when   is zero or near to zero. The 

peak short circuit current is equal to   

 1
2

3do sI I
     (1.1) 

where  2 2 ;s LL cI V x  

VLL the true voltage on A.C. side  

xc  equivalent transformer impedance and  

ido the D.C. current at the instant of firing of the valve.  

The peak fault currents can be as high as 10 times the rated 

current and the valves (thyristors) must have this instantaneous short 

circuit capability. This fault is usually cleared by blocking of the valves. If 

the valve blocking is not done, the back up is given by tripping the circuit 

breakers on the A.C. side. The short circuit current is only limited by 

transformer short circuit impedance and the source impedance. 


